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《Gift of the Magi, Le》

内容概要

O. Henry's classic tale of Della and Jim, the struggling newlyweds so anxious to give each other a Christmas gift that
each sells the one thing the other holds most dear, receives an oddly lifeless treatment here. Heyer's meticulously
detailed illustrations are pretty but stilted; the characters look like mannequins. The rueful Jim fares better than
poor prematurely middle-aged Della, who at times looks more like his mother than his wife. Still, the story is as
touching as ever, and neither time nor mediocre artwork can dim its glory. All ages. 
Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc.  --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title. 

      
  Gr. 5 and up. A classic story becomes a picture book for older readers in this oversize edition. Heyer's paintings
reflect the turn-of-the-century setting and are nicely executed, if occasionally stiff. Because the protagonists are
both adults, there will not be automatic appeal for younger children, but preteens, and especially teenagers, should
find the romantic appeal that has been apparent to previous generations of readers.  Ilene Cooper  --This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title. 

      
  The beloved short story first published in 1906 is presented in an attractive edition with full-color illustrations that
bring the sentimental story of the young couple to life. Jim and Della live in a furnished flat in New York City,
scraping by on a minimal income early in their marriage. At Christmastime, Della sells her beautiful, long hair for
money to buy Jim a platinum pocket-watch chain. On the same day, Jim sells his heirloom pocket watch to buy a
set of hair combs that Della has admired. Their Christmas gifts are compromised, but they realize they have the best
gift of all - each other. The story is a period piece, with lengthy sentences, some old-fashioned vocabulary and
asides to the reader from the omniscient narrator. Lynch's gentle illustrations help make the story accessible to
today's readers, providing historical context in settings, costumes and the accoutrements of the era, as well as
believable characterizations of the young couple. The text is printed on sepia-toned backgrounds that extend the
antique flavor of the narrative. (Picture book. 10 & up) (Kirkus Reviews)  --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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《Gift of the Magi, Le》

精彩短评

1、大爱！原来除了《麦琪的礼物》欧亨利还写过这些好玩的故事啊！
2、sss
3、好像是简版的 故事都变短了 语言也相当简单 难怪是level 1 
4、She is the light in his dark days.
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